at a glance

Encouraging number of new investments
despite difficult overall conditions

Chairman of the Board of Directors Balz Hösly, and Managing Director Sonja Wollkopf Walt, in discussion about the business year 2016

What global, regional and local events had an impact
on the Greater Zurich Area Ltd (GZA) in 2016?
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being displayed by companies in our main markets in the USA
and China is also very pleasing. I would also like to stress the
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convince people with our presentation of the facts. When cul-
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information tailored to the needs of the specific companies.

Balz Hösly: It is an honor and a privilege for GZA to have gained
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region of Zurich "on the map" for international companies.

and as scientific partners. I am also pleased by the positive underlying mood in the debate in the Zurich Municipal Council

So how is it perceived in the markets?

about the GZA funding contribution. This leads me to conclude

Wollkopf Walt: Switzerland is making far-reaching political

that our approach and the way we are developing GZA based

decisions which are often of relevance for the location in the

on a public-private partnership is appreciated by those in busi-

public arena. This – together with the strong Swiss franc – is

ness and politics.

having an effect on the image that people abroad have of us
here in Switzerland. The uncertainty regarding the stability of

How has the perception of GZA changed in the region over the

the regulatory framework in Switzerland is raising questions

past few years?

among investors. Companies need to feel sure that their plan-

Hösly: On one hand, awareness has grown among the wider

ning is reliable and safe before making investment decisions.

public and policy-makers that even a successful economic

Following the rejection of the Corporate Tax Reform Act III, the

region such as Zurich needs professional location marketing

uncertainties in the area of taxation remain. This is regrettable.

What is the significance of the implementation of the mass
immigration initiative decided by the Swiss parliament in December?
Wollkopf Walt: This is to be welcomed in terms of location policy.
A certain amount of damage has already been done, though, by
the voting and the political discussion which took place. Moreover, the question of third-country quotas is just as relevant from
the standpoint of location marketing as the free movement of
people in the EU: a more strategic approach to the whole question of labor market regulation would be preferable.
What are the effects on the GZA of the geopolitical upheavals
(Brexit, new US government) and developments (disorderly
budgets of many EU nations, ascent of nationalist forces)?
Hösly: There is no simple answer to that. As a location, we
have to focus on those things we can influence, namely the
overall economic conditions and the quality of life. As a location marketing organization, we show businesses how they
can use the advantages of the Greater Zurich Area as a location for their own development. The Zurich economic area is
an excellent springboard to the European market.

"It is great to see the keen
interest in the business
location Zurich in our main
markets."
Sonja Wollkopf Walt, Managing Director of GZA

How is the important European market
developing from the viewpoint of the GZA?
Wollkopf Walt: Most of the investments are still coming from

Hösly: The knowledge that good competitors are in the vicinity

Europe. Although, projects from Germany have declined. This

is also an encouragement for us. We have to ensure that our

can be explained by good economic conditions in Germany.

economic framework conditions (taxes, labor market, regula-

We can detect a certain positive "Gotthard effect" in the Italian

tion, etc.) are as attractive as possible.

market. The metropolitan region of Milan and the Greater
Zurich Area have in effect grown closer, which can be inter-

How has the GZA advanced and developed its strategy in 2016?

esting for companies in the north and south.

Hösly: We are shifting our focus more from the country level
to the metropolitan regions and are continually refining our
target segment, the high-tech sectors. Besides the pharma,

"We as a location have to
actively work to secure
overall conditions that are
economically attractive."
Balz Hösly, Chairman of the Board of Directors of GZA

biotech and medtech companies, companies in fields of FinTech, robotics, drones, Internet of Things and data centers also
find an attractive environment in the Greater Zurich Area.

Greater Zurich Area Ltd (GZA) and its cantonal
and municipal partners can look back on a
successful business year 2016. The number
of new foreign investment projects increased by 9 % to 101, compared to 2015.
There are plenty of new projects in the
pipeline – especially from the main markets
of USA and China.
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The large number of 22 companies setting up their offices here
(previous year: 11*) from regions outside the GZA focus markets
attests to the strong international appeal of the Greater Zurich
Area as the economic center of Switzerland. Discussions with
Indian and Korean companies are focusing increasingly on
the topics of technology and innovation. In Korea, a GZA welcomepackage with specialists for regulatory issues met with a great
response among biotech and medtech companies.
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With 39 settled companies, Europe was again the most important
market in terms of numbers in 2016, although the figure was
slightly lower than in the previous year (46). Companies from
Germany were still cautious about major investment projects
(e.g. production facilities). Both German and Italian technology
companies are interested in R&D cooperations with Swiss
research institutions – a positive sign suggesting the possibility
of subsequent investment projects.
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The new investment projects from North America represent
an increase of almost 15 % over the previous year (27*).
Throughout the year, the American economy went from strength
to strength, and direct American investments in Europe reached
their highest levels since 2011. The focused market cultivation also
had an effect on the investment successes by sector: 27 (or 87 %)
of the settled companies came from the GZA focus sectors with high
innovative strength and added value (see key at left).
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9 companies from China set up a business in the area, the same
number as in the previous year*. These investment projects
are clear evidence of China's "Going Global" policy. GZA continues
to evaluate privately-owned technology leaders in the regions
of the Yangtze River and the Pearl River Delta with the aim of
convincing them of the development opportunities they can
have with a base in the Greater Zurich Area.

The newly settled companies created 434 new jobs in the
reporting year. They plan on creating 1,541 new jobs in the next
five years (see lower chart).
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This approach of focused, active market cultivation was also
found to be effective in regard to the individual sectors. 63 (or
62 %) of the companies are from the main sectors of the GZA,
which are characterized by high added value and innovative
strength (see upper chart).

Together with its partners, GZA arranged for the settlement
of 101 companies from abroad in 2016 (previous year: 93*).
The last time that more than a hundred companies set up a
business in the Greater Zurich Area was in 2010. 79 (or 78 %)
of the settled companies come from the geographical main
markets of the GZA: Europe, USA and China.
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GZA has continued to develop its well-proven
strategy in a competitive environment that
remains challenging and dynamic in Switzerland
and abroad by having a strong focus on
attractive metropolitan regions and on innovative
sectors and technology companies. Now the
subject of opportunities for cooperation in the
field of Research and Development is being
presented to interested companies, as the first
step towards an investment.

Anzahl Ansiedlungen pro Industrie

101 new investments are proof
that the strategy is on track
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Highlights of the year
400 jobs

New members
The Canton of Uri
(January), and ETH
Zurich, Empa and
Eawag (March) have
joined GZA.
January

Biogen is starting
construction of
the production site
for medicines in
Luterbach SO.

Renminbi Hub
Opening of the
China Construction
Bank in Zurich

Networking
of managers
Series of events of
the Chinese Business
Network launched
by GZA
February

New webinar series

Korean high-tech
companies are being
targeted

Business development
trip in Cincinnati

Memorandum of
Understanding with the
Cluster Organization
KCTECH

Promotional and
retention tour with
ambassador Martin
Dahinden

The first of six web
seminars for American
companies
March

Active involvement

Google strengthens its Zurich branch

GZA Lake Side Talk

The tech giant Google has chosen Zurich as
the location for its first research laboratory
for artificial intelligence and machine learning
outside the USA. Moreover, Google is forming
a partnership with the Zurich Impact Hub for the
promotion of start-ups.

The most important
Swiss location marketing event with some
400 visitors from
politics, business and
science

Breakfast for
the GZA private
partners
April

May

June

New global headquarters
Interogo Holding AG, which is
responsible for all the investmentrelated activities in the IKEA
Group, is relocating its business
headquarters from Luxembourg
to Pfäffikon SZ.
July

August

GZA membership is reaffirmed
The Municipal Council of the City
of Zurich has approved the funding
contribution to GZA until 2019.
Glarus, Graubünden and Schwyz
have also confirmed their cantonal
contributions.

World innovation champion

The high-precision
industry is being targeted

GZA Talks

Switzerland takes the lead
in the respected "Global
Innovation Index" for the
sixth year running.

Event for companies
in the precision goods
industry with Unindustria
in Treviso, Italy

Premiere of the innovation
conference at the newly
opened Swiss Pier in
San Francisco

October

Even easier to reach
Launchpad for start-ups
The ESA Business Incubation Centre
for the promotion of start-ups in
the field of space flight has been
opened in Zurich.
November

Scheduled traffic services
start in the Gotthard Base
Tunnel.

December
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